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A managed source of
researcher profiles for
researcher evaluation
Introducing Faculty Match Service: A new component for
My Organization and InCites Benchmarking & Analytics
Don’t have the bandwidth to effectively
gather and manage your researcher’s
publications?
The Web of Science Group is introducing
our Faculty Match Service to accelerate
the curation and validation of your
organization’s research footprint.
With the Faculty Match Service,
Web of Science Group Consultancy can
create and manage researcher datasets
within My Organization on behalf of your
institution. Our team of experts match
your list of researchers to the underlying
Web of Science literature to generate
a faculty match and create managed
researchers profiles. This dataset can
then be reused and updated three times
per year to assess and evaluate your
departmental and researcher output.

Benefits of using the Faculty Match
Service
• Regular updates: faculty datasets are
updated three times per year based on
your list of researchers and departments,
reflecting any researcher or organizational
changes that may occur.
• Reliable data: by using a combination of
semi-automated and manual validation,
we provide you with the most reliable
matching possible.
• Re-use: we provide the option to deliver
underlying data for re-use within Converis,
VIVO, or other research information or
research profiling systems to help you
manage your researcher profiles.
• Time saving and cost effective: we save
you manual hours and money by removing
the need for you to internally unify authors
to publications.
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Process overview

The new Faculty Match Service can help
you with data preparation for upload into
My Organization. The following data points
are required for all active researchers at
your institution:

The Web of Science Group consultants
provide both semi-automated and manual
validation services, to ensure you are
working from the most reliable data.

• First name/ last name (along with any
known variants if readily available)
• Email address
• Identification number or other
institutional unique ID
• Departmental structure, formatted to
InCites My Organization requirements

Data license
The underlying data provided may be
incorporated in both My Organization, as
well as Converis, VIVO, or other Researcher
Profiling tools to help you to manage your
researcher profiles.
Additional data updates are provided every
four months, including any researcher or
organizational changes that may occur.

Identification:
We use proprietary technologies and an
algorithmically disambiguated author
dataset (derived from the Web of Science
database) to identify potential literature
data for research publications published by
your faculty members, alongside an
internal address unification system.
Matching and manual curation:
The dataset is then matched to publications
from all active researchers provided by
your institution and used to identify and
match researchers to the named member
institutions. We then manually curate the
data to review for errors, mismatches, or
unmatched publication to generate a final
file.
Feedback and sign off:
We will send you the final file for additional
feedback and require sign-off from named
administrators from your institution prior to
submission and
upload within My Organization.
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